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Abstract 
This paper presents an automatic sound source localization approach based on a combination of the basic time delay 

estimation sub-methods namely, Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA), and Steered Response Power (SRP) methods. The 

TDOA method is a fast but vulnerable approach for finding the sound source location in long distances and reverberant 

environments and is so sensitive in noisy situations. On the other hand, the conventional SRP method is time consuming, 

but a successful approach to accurately find sound source location in noisy and reverberant environments. Also, another 

SRP-based method, SRP Phase Transform (SRP-PHAT), has been suggested for the better noise robustness and more 

accuracy of sound source localization. In this paper, based on the combination of TDOA and SRP based methods, two 

approaches were proposed for sound source localization.  In the first proposed approach called Classical TDOA-SRP, the 

TDOA method is used to find the approximate sound source direction and then SRP based methods were used to find the 

accurate location of sound source in the Field of View (FOV) which is obtained by the TDOA method. In the second 

proposed approach which called Optimal TDOA-SRP, for more reduction of computational processing time of SRP-based 

methods and better noise robustness, a new criterion has been proposed for finding the effective FOV which is obtained 

through the TDOA method. Experiments were carried out under different conditions confirming the validity of the 

purposed approaches. 
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1. Introduction 

Distributed microphone systems have been considered 

for various applications including human 

computer/machine interfaces, talker tracking, Robotic 

domain and beam-forming for signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

enhancements [1,2]. Many of these applications require 

detecting and localizing the sound sources. Therefore, 

proposed methods for sound source localization problems 

with distributed microphone arrays are usually very 

important. In some practical sound source localization 

(SSL) applications, the source should be automatically 

detected for computer driven analyses of the auditory 

scene [1]. SSL algorithms can be broadly divided into 

indirect and direct schemes [3]. Indirect algorithms 

usually follow a two-step procedure. In the first step, the 

time delay of arrival between each microphone pairs is 

computed and in the second step, they estimate sound 

source position based on the estimated delay and the 

geometry of arrays. The direct algorithm performs time 

delay of arrival and sound source location estimations in 

one single step by scanning a set of candidate source 

locations and selecting the most likely position as an 

estimated sound source location [4,5]. There are several 

algorithms for SSL applications categorized in a similar 

manner. But, two most successful and recently proposed 

methods which are well-known as Steered Response 

Power (SRP) and Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) 

have been considered in the recent years for direct and 

indirect approaches, respectively [5,6]. The basic 

principle of SRP methodology is based on the filter-and-

sum (delay-and-sum) beam-forming operation, which 

leads to noise power reduction proportional to the number 

of uncorrelated microphone channels used in the 

operation [6,7]. Although SRP methods have been used 

properly for applications such as intrusion detection and 

gunfire location, this kind of SSL method is time 

consuming which makes real time applications 

inappropriate [8]. On the other hand, TDOA is another 

popular SSL method, which is more appropriate for 

practical and real time applications [9]. This method is 

nonlinear in its nature, but it has significant computational 

advantages over any other SSL methods. However, this 

kind of SSL methods is only able to estimate the direction 

of the corresponding sound source location in long 

distances. Therefore, this problem makes TDOA method 

inappropriate for applications in which the precise 

detection of the SSL is necessary [8,10].  

In this paper, a combination approach has been 

proposed to estimate the sound source direction using a 
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basic TDOA method and then SRP method has been used 

to find the final sound source location in the estimated 

direction. 

The experimental results in this paper show that 

because of the pre-estimation of the sound source 

direction in the proposed methods, we have a valuable 

reduction of the computational time and more noise 

robustness relative to the conventional SSL methods. 

Fig .1. FOV for SRP setup with four microphones. I(x, y) is a typical 

grid point 

2. Steered Response Power (SRP) Method 

The SRP methods use sound‘s power and create a 

SRP image to show the sound source location. The SRP 

method can be affected by different type of uncorrelated 

and correlated noises [6]. The uncorrelated noise typically 

results from the independent noise on each microphone 

channel and the correlated noise, on the other hand, 

results from coherent noise sources such as sources 

outside the Field of View (FOV), multiple targets and 

reverberations [6]. In the SRP method, the correlated 

noise creates greater challenges for beam-forming 

compared to the uncorrelated noise [6] and will be used in 

the experimental results of this paper. In order to reduce 

the impact of noise on the sound source location 

estimation, several filters for the SRP method have been 

proposed for improving performance, such as Maximum 

Likelihood (ML)[11], Smooth Coherence  Transforms 

(SCOT)[12], Phase Transform (PHAT)[13] and the Roth 

Processor[14]. The experimental results show that PHAT 

has a better performance than others in noisy and 

reverberant environment [15]. 

2.1 Mathematical Methodology of SRP 

Fig. 1 shows a simple fundamental structure of SRP 

methods in 2-dimentional case such that Sound source (I) 

and microphones (m) are at the same Z coordinate. In the 

SRP method, a microphone array is used to make the 

beam-form for each point in the FOV [16]. For each grid 

point of interest, the SRP delays each microphone signal 

to result in a coherent addition for a sound source 

traveling from the point of interest. For each point in the 

region of interest, the received signals are delayed 

accordingly and summed together coherently, and finally 

the power of each point in the region of interest is 

computed, respectively. The detection and location of the 

sound source is based on value of the estimated power at 

each point. Also, the power estimation maybe corrupted 

by noise sources, reverberation and the finite distributions 

of microphones [15]. 

As shown in fig. 1, for finding the location of sound 

source, it can be assumed that the FOV is formed as grid 

points i.e. I(x,y). By defining a 2-dimensional FOV 

(assuming that the sound source and microphones are in 

the same horizontal place e.g. xy plane) and N 

microphones and also considering the output from q'th 

microphone is mq(t), the SRP at the spatial point X=[x,y] 

for a time frame n of  length L can be defined as   

dtqXtmXP
Ln

nL

N

q

qn  
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In this equation, ),( qX is the direct time of travel 

from location X to microphone q. In [17], it is shown that 

the SRP can be computed by summing the General Cross-

Correlation (GCC) for all possible pairs of the set of 

microphones. The GCC for a microphone pair (k,l) is 

computed as 

dwewMwMR jw

lkmm lk
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where   is the time lag, * denotes complex 

conjugation, and Ml(w), Mk(w) are the Fourier transform 

of the microphone signals ml(t), mk(t), respectively. 

Taking into account the symmetries involved in the 

computation of (1) and removing some fixed energy term, 

the part of )(XPn
that changes with X is isolated as[5] 
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where )(Xkl  is the microphone time delay function 

of each pair is given by, 
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where Xk , Xl are the microphone locations and c is the 

speed of sound which is calculated by[21], 

       √            (5) 

In this equation, c is sound‘s propagation speed in 

(m/s) and T is environmental temperature    . 

In the SRP method, )(' XPn
is evaluated on the FOV to 

find the sound source location, Xs which provides the 

maximum value [5,7,17]. 

)('maxarg XPX ns  , X Є FOV   (6) 
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2.2 SRP Phase Transform (SRP-PHAT) Method 

The basic principle of SRP-PHAT is similar to SRP 

method, but in this method, a weighting function has been 

used to increase the accuracy of finding the sound source 

delays beside the advantage of its simplicity in the 

implementation [5]. In this method, the weighting 

function works as a normalizing factor which relates to 

the phase spectrum information of sound source. 

Regarding this term, equation (1) can be formalized as 

follows [5], 

dtqXtmwXP
Tn

nT

N

q

qqn  
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where wq is weighting factor and ),( qX  is the direct 

time of travel from location X to microphone q. 

Therefore, SRP can be computed by summing the 

GCCs for all possible pairs of the set of microphones [5]. 

The GCC for a pair (k,l) is computed as 

dwewMwMwR jw

lkklmm lk

 )()()()(
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   (8) 

where   is the time lag,* denotes complex 

conjugation, Ml(w) is the Fourier transform of the 

microphone signal ml(t) and )(wkl is a combined 

weighting function in the frequency domain [5]. In the 

SRP-PHAT, the weighting function for a reverberant 

environment is defined as [5], 
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In SRP-PHAT, GCC is computed using (8) instead of 

(2) to obtain )(' XPn
which is mentioned in (3). Finally, the 

sound source location can be evaluated by finding the 

point source location Xs that provides the maximum value 

in (6) [5]. 

3. Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) 

Method 

The TDOA is one of the time delay estimation (TDE) 

sub-methods that is used in low noise or noise free 

environments, which leads to a considerable reduction of 

computational complexity. In this method, at least two 

microphones should be used to find sound source 

direction (θ). For finding θ, we need to calculate the time 

delay between received signals of each microphone, 

respectively. An approach to estimate the time delay 

between the received signals at two microphones is cross-

correlation [18]. The computed cross-correlation values 

give the point at which the two signals from separate 

microphones have their maximum correlations. The cross-

correlation of sound signals si and sj received in 

microphones i and j respectively is given by [8], 

]}[][{)(
*

jisjsEiR kllk      (10) 

where E denotes the expectation operator, i is discrete 

time shift, j points samples of each sound source signal 

and *denotes complex conjugate operation. As shown in 

(11), the discrete time delay between received signals, τkl, 

can be obtained by finding argument of the maximum 

value of cross-correlation, where the signals are best 

aligned[8], 

))((maxarg iRkl
i

kl      (11) 

 

Fig. 2. SRP image for 5×5 m2 FOV in the presence of noise with 

SNR=10dB. 

The time delay between two typical microphones is 

also given by [8],   

s

kl
kl

f
t


       (12) 

Where fs is sampling frequency rate of sound source. 

Therefore, the sound source direction, θ can be given by,  

)( s 1-

d

tc
in

kl
      (13) 

Where d and c are distances between two microphones 

and sound‘s propagation speed, respectively. In this 

approach. It is assumed that d should not be larger than 

sound wave length [18]. 

Fig. 3 shows a typical setup of TDOA method. As 

shown in Fig. 3, two candidates of θ can be mentioned for 

sound source direction [18-20]. For solving this problem, 

two pairs of microphones can be used to find the accurate 

sound source direction [21,22]. 

 

Fig. 3. Calculating the angle of sound source 

One of the suggestions for setup of microphone pairs which 

can be aligned together is shown in fig. 4 and used in this paper. 
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Fig.4. A typical TDOA microphone array (s1 and s2 are the first 

microphone pairs, s1׳, s2׳ are second microphone pairs, S is the sound 
source position) 

4. Combination of SRP/SRP-PHAT and TDOA 

As mentioned in section 1, although the SRP method 

can find sound source location, it is time consuming. On 

the other hand, although the TDOA is a low 

computational time method, it is noise effective. A 

suggestion can be derived using a combination of these 

methods to decrease the computational time as well as 

more robustness in the presence of noise. As shown in 

fig.5, two TDOA setups such as fig. 4 are used at the 

center of FOV [8] and three additional microphones are 

also utilized for each quarter [2,5,6,8]. For each quarter, 

these additional microphones with the central microphone 

can be used for SRP methodology. Therefore, in this 

paper, 13 microphones have been used in order to have a 

symmetric structure. 

4.1 Classical Combination of TDOA and SRP/ 

SRP-PHAT 

First, based on TDOA method mentioned in section 3, 

the sound source direction can be determined using four 

microphones placed in the center of FOV. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Combination FOV (circles are microphone positions) 

The next step is to find which quarter contains the 

accurate sound source location. Finally, one of the SRP or 

SRP-PHAT methods can be used to find the actual location 

of sound source in the selected quarter. For a better 

discrimination, the two proposed methods are briefly named 

as TDOA-SRP and TDOA-SRP-PHAT, respectively. 

 

Fig. 6. SRP/SRP-PHAT method computes sound source location in the 
quarter in the FOV selected using TDOA method.(Circles are 

microphone positions) 

Fig. 6 shows a general FOV that TDOA method has 

been proposed to find sound source direction. Afterward, 

this direction can be recognized to find the quarter 

contained sound source location. Each quarter containing 

the direction arrow is the goal quarter in the first step. 

As shown in fig. 7, the selected quarter can be used by SRP 

or SRP-PHAT grid search methods to find the actual sound 

source location. In this selected quarter, the SRP or SRP-PHAT 

search in grid points and find sound source location. 

4.2 Optimal Combination of TDOA and 

SRP/SRP-PHAT 

The classical combination of TDOA and SRP/SRP-

PHAT mentioned in subsection 4-1 can reduce the search 

area to a quarter of grid points. But, it should be noted that 

for noise-free or low-noise environments, the SRP/SRP-

PHAT methods just need to span the grid points along the 

direction which has been estimated by TDOA method. On 

the other hand, in the heavy noise environment and based 

on the noise effective nature of TDOA method, the 

SRP/SRP-PHAT methods should span nearly all of the grid 

points mentioned in the selected quarter to find the actual 

sound source location. Considering the time consuming 

nature of SRP-based methods, it seems for usual 

environmental noise that it is over qualified to seek all grid 

points of a quarter to find actual sound source location. 

Our experimental results show that for the successful 

detection of sound source location in the real environment 

with a different noise level, SRP-based methods can be 

computed in a region with a deviation, δ, around the 

direction obtained by TDOA method. Our empirical 

results indicate that this parameter can be selected 

proportional to δ=σ, where σ is noise standard deviation. 

TDOA 
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Fig. 7. Sound Source Localization in the selected quarter of Fig.6 

(Classical TDOA-SRP/SRP_PHAT) 

Fig. 8 shows a typical example of this approach. For 

better discrimination, two proposed methods optimized 

through the new structure are briefly named O-TDOA-

SRP and O-TDOA-SRP-PHAT, respectively. 

 

Fig. 8. Optimal TDOA-SRP/SRP_PHAT (Circles are microphone positions) 

5. Experimental Results 

To obtain the experimental results, a PC with the 

following software and hardware specifications has been 

used. Software: MATLAB R2013a, Hardware: PC 

Core(TM)i7-3632QM, CPU 2.20 GHz, RAM 8 GB. 

In this experiment, the resolution of grid points is 

assumed to be 100 and 200 mili meters in 5-1 subsection 

and is assume as 200 mili meters in other parts. The 

dimensions of FOV for sound source location are 5×5×2 

meters in length, width and height, respectively. The 

sound source used for this experiment is Chainsaw sound 

in wav format with the time spectrum mentioned in fig. 9. 

It's number of bits per sample is 16. Maximum frequency 

of the sound is 21.956 kHz, and the sound source 

sampling frequency is 44.1 kHz according to Nyquist 

sampling theorem. The processing was carried out using a 

sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, with the time windows of 

4096 samples of length and 50 % overlap. 

The fundamental of the work presented here is based 

on SRP methodology and TDOA method only has been 

used to reduce FOV's area by detecting sound source 

direction (not location). Therefore, experimental results of 

the proposed methods have been compared with the other 

SRP base methods which can find both of sound source 

direction and location. 

5.1 Comparison of the Proposed Methods in the 

Presence of Noise 

In this section, the deviation between actual and 

estimated sound source location of proposed methods is 

evaluated. In this comparison, for each level of noise, 

sound sources were degraded h times by noise. Then, the 

accuracy of the proposed SSL methods have been 

computed h times using the deviation of estimated and 

actual SSL methods in terms of Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE) [20] as follows, 





h

k

kref rr
h

RMSE
1

2)(
1     (14) 

where rref is the distance between actual sound source 

location and center of FOV, and rk is the distance between 

estimated sound source location and center of FOV. We use 

h=10, and also several SNR = 40, 25, 10, 0 and -10dB are 

considered to evaluate the performance of proposed methods. 

 

Fig. 9. time spectrum of Chainsaw sound source 

Fig. 10 (a) and (b) show the SSL performance of 

proposed methods in the presence of different levels of 

noise for grid resolution 100 and 200 millimeter, 

respectively. As shown in fig. 10, for the all ranges of SNR, 

we have a significant difference between SRP-based 

methods and the proposed methods through classical and 

optimal combination of TDOA and SRP-based methods. In 

all methods, by increasing SNR till SNR= 0dB, the RMSE 

will be reduced and also the classical and optimal TDOA-

SRP and TDOA-SRP-PHAT methods have better 

performances than SRP and SRP-PHAT methods. 

On the other hand, due to the reduction of searching 

region of true sound source location, O-TDOA-SRP and O-

TDOA-SRP-PHAT methods can successfully eliminate the 

similar sound source locations and led to a better 

performance than C-TDOA-SRP and C-TDOA-SRP-PHAT 

 

 

 

δ 
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methodologies, respectively. An overall evaluation can also 

show that O-TDOA-SRP-PHAT has the best robustness and 

accuracy in the presence of different levels of noise. 

By comparing diagrams (a) and (b) in fig. 10, it can be 

concluded that decreasing the grid point resolution from 200 

millimeters to 100 millimeters can reduce significantly the value 

of RMSE and improve all methods performance, respectively. 

 
(a) 

  
 (a-1)                                                   (a-2) 

 
(b) 

  

(b-1)                                      (b-2) 

Fig. 10. Sound Source localization performance in terms of RMSE for 

proposed methods when different SNR are applied, (a) Grid resolution  
r = 100mm (a-1: -10 to 0 dB), (a-2: 0 to 40 dB) and (b) Grid resolution  

r = 200mm (b-1: -10 to 0 dB), (b-2: 0 to 40 dB). 

As shown in fig. 10 (a-1, b-1), for SNR less than 0dB, 

RMSE is increased abruptly and the performance of 

methods is reduced effectively. Furthermore, it can be 

seen in SNR= -10dB that SRP and SRP-PHAT methods 

have a better performance than their classical combination 

methods. It is due to this fact that the proposed classical 

combination methods seek all of the selected quarter to 

find the sound source location. Therefore, it may lead to 

several outputs that satisfy the true conditions of real 

sound source direction. This problem has been solved in 

the optimized version of proposed methods due to 

limitation of the seeking area of sound source location. 

5.2 Comparison Speed of Proposed Methods 

In tables I and II, the computation times of the proposed 

methods are compared for SNR=10,-10dB in three different 

dimensions of FOV (these dimensions are in meter). As 

mentioned, for this entire situation, FOV's height is 2 meters. 

To calculate these times, each method runs ten times and the 

mean value of the processing time is reported. 

Table 1. Comparison of the Time of Processing for SNR=10dB 

Proposed Methods 
Dimensions (m2) 

5×5 10×10 20×20 

SRP 

P
ro

ce
ss

in
g
 

T
im

e 
(S

ec
) 

49 186 728 

SRP-PHAT 47 193 781 

C-TDOA-SRP 13 50 187 

C-TDOA-SRP-PHAT 15 55 194 

O-TDOA-SRP 8 24 90 

O-TDOA-SRP-PHAT 8 25 100 

Table 2. Comparison of the Time of Processing for SNR= -10dB 

Proposed Methods 
Dimensions (m2) 

5×5 10×10 20×20 

SRP 

P
ro

ce
ss

in
g
 

T
im

e 
(S

ec
) 

52 189 735 

SRP-PHAT 48 193 784 

C-TDOA-SRP 11 51 188 

C-TDOA-SRP-PHAT 14 54 189 

O-TDOA-SRP 7 25 92 

O-TDOA-SRP-PHAT 8 26 102 

As shown in tables I and II, because of the ability of 

quarter selection in C-TDOA-SRP and C-TDOA-SRP-

PHAT, they have lower computational time than SRP and 

SRP-PHAT. Also, because of the limitation in the region of 

process (grid point search), O-TDOA-SRP and O-TDOA-

SRP-PHAT have less computational time than any other 

methods brought in this experiment. Therefore, for a real-

time SSL, the optimal combination methods e.g. O-TDOA-

SRP and O-TDOA-SRP-PHAT can have better abilities. 

The comparison between tables I and II shows that 

there are no comparable differences between computation 

time of proposed methods in the presence of  high and 

low SNR (respectively 10 , -10 dB). Therefore, it can be 

assumed that the computational time of proposed methods 

can be considered independent relative to SNR variations 

and have similar performance. 

5.3 Stability Comparison 

Another comparison can be mentioned through 

evaluating the stability of the proposed methods in the 

presence of several level of noise. The standard 

deviation (SD) between actual and estimated sound 
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source location can be used as a suitable objective 

manner to compare the stability of the proposed methods 

[5]. As shown in fig. 11, the SD of the proposed 

methods has been computed for three different SNRs (40, 

25, 10 dB) and in three different FOV dimension. A 

lower SD points to the more stability of each method.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 11. Stability Comparison with Standard Division examination (each 

of the six columns is relevant to a SNR) 
(a):5*5m2 FOV; (b):10*10m2 FOV; (c):20*20m2 FOV 

Based on fig. 11, each sub-fig shows increasing the 

level of noise can lead to lower stability (more SD) for all 

proposed methods. 

But, in different level of noise (different signal to 

noise ratio), O-TDOA-SRP-PHAT has the best stability. 

Furthermore, for different level of SNR, Optimal 

combination methods (O-TDOA-SRP and O-TODA-

SRP-PHAT) have fewer variations in SD level and more 

stability compared to other methods.  

Comparison of figs 11 (a, b and c) show although 

increasing FOV's dimension reduce stability of methods but, 

optimal combination methods remain more stable than others. 

6. Conclusion and Feature Work 

Although SRP-based methods are practical and 

suitable ways for sound source localization in the noisy 

and reverberant environment, they need valuable 

processing time. On the other hand, although TDOA is a 

low computational approach for sound source localization, 

this method is very noise effective.  

In this paper, experimental results show a combination 

approach based on TDOA and SRP/SRP-PHAT 

methodologies optimized and simplified by reducing the 

initial search region, and can decrease the time of 

processing as well as the better suppression of noise effect. 

Results indicate that the proposed sound source localization 

methods have better robustness and lower computational 

time relative to the simple SRP method. This reduction has 

been shown to be sufficient for the development of real-

time sound source localization applications. Also, results 

show that SRP-PHAT method can have a better 

performance than SRP, even when combined with a basic 

TDOA. Moreover, the combination of the SRP and SRP-

PHAT with the TDOA method increases their stability in 

different signals to noise ratio level. The limitation of the 

proposed methods (combined methods) is the number of 

microphones which may make these approaches 

inappropriate for some practical applications. The next 

research challenge for authors is how the number of 

microphones can be reduced besides keeping the 

appropriate performances of the proposed methods. 
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